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1. Introduction
Clevercast Translate@Home supports closed captions for live streams, if this is included in your
plan.
You can add (multilingual) closed captions to your live stream in several ways:
●

●
●

Speech-to-text with manual correction: The floor audio, assuming it consists of a single
language, can be automatically converted into closed captions through Artificial Intelligence
(AI). Before they are shown in the video player (or auto-translated into other languages),
the captions can be corrected by a human editor using a browser..
Transcription in real time: humans can use Clevercast to type the transcription and/or
translation in real time using a browser, resulting in closed captions in the video player.
Automatic translation: closed captions resulting from speech-to-text conversion and
manual transcription can be automatically translated into closed captions in multiple
languages.

All types of closed captions can be combined with real time audio translations through
Translate@Home. Any number of languages is possible. However, combining speech-to-text and
manual transcription in a single event is currently not possible.
This manual explains how to add and configure closed captions in Clevercast. For a general
explanation on how to set up and manage multilingual live streams in Clevercast, see our
Multilingual manual.

Accuracy of closed captions
The source, from which closed captions are generated, strongly determines their accuracy. That’s
why a distinction must be made between closed captions based on speech-to-text and on manual
transcription.
If closed captions are generated through manual transcription, the accuracy depends on the
human interpreter. If she does a good job, the source of the automatic translations will also be
good, which will have a favorable impact on the accuracy of the auto-translated captions.
For closed captions resulting from speech-to-text conversion (directly or translated), the
following elements determine the accuracy:
●
●
●

The clarity of the audio and of the speaker (eg articulation, speed, accent, dialect)
The speaker's language: speech-to-text conversion usually works better for common
languages (eg English, Spanish).
Word usage: if many technical or infrequent words are used, this often has a negative
effect. Names and abbreviations are also often not recognized. This can be improved by
defining a speech context, which allows Clevercast to pass these words and phrases on to
the speech-to-text engine.
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Speech-to-text: correction interface and stream delay
Since speech-to-text conversion is never 100% accurate, Clevercast provides an interface for real
time correction of the generated closed captions. This allows you to edit the closed captions
just before they are shown in the video player, so possible errors can still be corrected. See §6 of
the Closed Caption Editing manual on how to use this interface.
If you use speech-to-text, your live stream will have a total delay between 120 and 140 seconds
(this includes the HLS latency). This is necessary to allow for the 30 seconds of correction time,
but also because speech-to-text services (currently) still need a relatively long time to obtain an
optimal result.

Current limitations
Since this is the first Clevercast version with support for automatically generated closed captions,
there are still some limitations (which will be overcome in future releases).
Currently, the main limitation is that only the floor audio can be used as the source for
speech-to-text conversion. In a future version, it will become possible to also use simultaneous
translation(s) via T@H as sources for speech-to-text.
Speech-to-text is currently not ideal for a live stream with speakers in different languages, since
the speech-to-text service expects the source language (and dialect) to be set in advance. In a
future version, it may become possible to adjust this during a live stream.
We expect the accuracy of speech-to-text and translation to improve considerably in the future.
The speech-to-text services used by Clevercast are constantly evolving. We may also add new
modules for specific languages or features.
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2. Clevercast SaaS Suite
Clevercast Multilingual Live is a SaaS application which is part of the Clevercast Enterprise suite.
Depending on your plan, there will be different menus allowing you to customize different aspects
of your application. For more information on aspects not directly related to multilingual live streams
(e.g. users, roles, player look & feel, stream access protection …) see our Enterprise manual.
After logging in, you are directed to the dashboard of your application. The dashboard provides
you with an overview of your account and the resources you have been using recently.

Clevercast dashboard for admin users

The ‘Recent Live Events’ panel shows you the list of recently configured live streams. Clevercast
uses the name ‘Event’ to refer to a certain live stream, its configuration and related
(meta)data. You can go to the events overview page by clicking on the 'Recent Live Events' link or
by using the 'Live > Events' menu on top of the page.
There will also be a 'Live > Recordings’ menu on top of the page. Use this menu to go to the
recordings overview page which allows you to download and (optionally, depending on your plan)
publish and embed a multilingual Video on-Demand item.
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3. Creating a multilingual live event
To set up a new Multilingual Live Event, use the 'Live > Events' menu to go to the events list. (Note:
if you are using Clevercast Webinar, you will be creating a multilingual webinar instead of a live
event.)
Press the ‘Create Multilingual’ button on the left side of the screen. A popup dialog is displayed,
allowing you to select:
●
●

●

●

Name: a name for your live stream, for your own information.
Broadcast Protocol: this determines the way your broadcast will be processed by
Clevercast. For closed captions, you must select one of the Translate@Home protocols
(see below).
Default Language: this is the floor audio language of your live stream. It will be the audio
language selected by default in the video player when a user initially presses the play
button. If the floor audio contains multiple languages, you can select Original instead of a
language.
Streaming Resolutions: Clevercast does server-side transcoding to deliver your stream
through adaptive streaming in multiple video resolutions. Make sure the highest resolution
doesn’t exceed the resolution in which you are broadcasting.

Creating a new Multilingual Live Event

All Translate at Home (T@H) broadcast protocols can be used to do Remote Simultaneous
Interpretation (RSI) and/or to add closed captions. T@H requires that you broadcast a regular
stream to Clevercast (with a single audio track) using the SRT or RTMP protocol.
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You can choose between:
●
●
●

●

Translate@Home - RTMP (IN): broadcast using the RTMP broadcast protocol, in case you
are broadcasting with a hard- or software encoder from a location in Europe.
Translate@Home - SRT (IN): broadcast using the SRT broadcast protocol, which can be
sent from anywhere in the world.
Translate@Home RTMP from Streamyard, Zoom... (US East ingest hub): video input
from Zoom, Streamyard and most other in-browser studio’s. Since these applications
broadcast the stream from a server in the US, Clevercast uses a local ingest hub to avoid
issues with intercontinental RTMP broadcasts. This can also be used for any other RTMP
broadcast (with an encoder) from the US.
Translate@Home RTMP using custom Ingest Hub: if you need to use RTMP for an
intercontinental (full) HD broadcast, we can set up a local ingest hub nearby your broadcast
location. For more info, see ‘Broadcasts from outside of Europe’ in our Multilingual manual.

The other broadcast protocols are used for broadcasts with multiple audio tracks or channels (for
multiple languages). For these broadcast protocols, closed captions are currently not supported.
When you press the Submit button, Clevercast creates the new event and redirects you to its detail
page for further configuration.
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4. Configuring a live event with closed captions
After you create an event, you have to configure it. If this is new to you, start by reading
Configuring a multilingual live event in our multilingual manual.
After the event is created, the ‘Language Rooms’ panel lets you add a transcription room for
speech-to-text or a correction room for manual transcription (if both are supported by your plan).
However, they can not be combined in the same event. Once the initial language is set, you can
also add automatic (text-to-text) translations.

T@H Event that has been created, with no languages added yet

Additionally, you can also add languages for audio translation via T@H (remote simultaneous
interpretation).

Adding a speech-to-text language
Clevercast currently supports a single speech-to-text language. This is the same language that
you selected as the default language when creating your event (= the floor audio language). If you
chose the wrong default language, you can change it afterwards via the ‘Advanced’ panel.

Adding a speech-to-text language for closed captions

After you press ‘Add speech-to-text language’ a popup dialog will be displayed. This lets you select
the dialect of the speaker. Choosing the right dialect improves the accuracy of the captions.
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Selecting the dialect of the speaker for speech-to-text

Select the dialect and press ‘Create’ to add the speech-to-text language to your event.

An English speech-to-text language that has been set (with United States dialect)

In your ‘Language Rooms’ panel, you will now see this language with 4 buttons. The first button is
a direct link to the Correction Room interface, which lets you edit the closed captions before they
are shown in the video player. The second button lets you copy this link, so you can distribute it to
the person doing the correction for your live stream.
The ‘Set Speech Contexts’ button allows you to specify words and phrases that are likely to be
used by the speaker. Consider adding the names of speakers, the event, your company or
organization, as well as technical words and phases.

Examples of speech-to-text phrases
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You can continue to add phrases after the event has started, either via this page or via the
suggestions on the Correction interface.

Adding manual transcription language(s)
You can add a Transcription Room for each language that should have manual transcription. In the
dropdown menu, press ‘Add transcription language’. A popup dialog will appear that allows you to
choose the transcription language, which will become available in the video player.

An English transcription language that has been set

In your ‘Language Rooms’ panel, you will now see this language with 3 buttons. The first button is
a direct link to the Transcription Room interface. Interpreters can use this interface to watch and
listen to the incoming video stream, while simultaneously transcribing it. The second button lets
you copy this link, so you can distribute it to the people doing the transcription for your live stream.
For more info on the use of the language room interface by interpreters, see the Transcription
Room interface in our Closed Captions Editing manual. Note that a transcriber must meet certain
requirements. We strongly recommend testing this in advance.

Adding auto-translation languages
After a speech-to-text or transcription language has been set, you can add multiple
auto-translated languages (the total number of languages depends on your plan). Clevercast
uses the text output of the speech-to-text or transcription language, to translate it in real time into
the desired language. Additional closed caption languages are shown in the player using this
translation.

An English speech-to-text language with translations into Spanish and German
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5. Event management
Once you have added the closed caption languages, you can start your live stream. If you have no
experience with Clevercast events, make sure to first read the Event Management section of our
multilingual manual.

Events with manual transcription
When starting and stopping an event with manual transcription, make sure to follow the basic event
flow of T@H events with audio translations.
First, you must set the event status to preview and start sending your broadcast to Clevercast
(you can follow the progress in the preview player). Once the event is set to preview, people can
connect to the transcription room(s) and start transcribing. See our Closed Caption Transcription
and Correction manual for more info.
The closed captions will become available in the preview player. However, take into account that
the preview player also uses the HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) protocol and therefore will show the
stream (and captions) with a latency of 16 to 30 seconds.

Events with speech-to-text
In this case, the stream has a total delay of about 120 seconds (the exact delay depends on
account settings). This is necessary to allow for the 30 seconds of correction time, but also
because speech-to-text services (currently) still need a relatively long time to generate accurate
closed captions.
First, you must set the event status to preview and start sending your broadcast to Clevercast.
Once the event is set to preview, people can connect to the Correction Room. In this room, they
will see the broadcast after a delay of about 70 seconds (= the time needed by the speech-to-text
service to return its optimal result). Next to the video, they can see the closed captions returned by
the speech-to-text service. They have about 30 seconds to make corrections, before a caption
becomes final and gets sent to the live stream. See our Closed Caption Transcription and
Correction manual for more info.
This means that the embedded player and the preview player on the event page have a delay of
about 120 seconds (= the sum of speech-to-text delay + correction delay + HLS latency). After
you start broadcasting, you’ll have to wait this long before any video appears (see the progress in
the preview player).
Therefore, you should follow the basic event flow of T@H events with audio translations, but wait
four minutes (instead of two) before setting your event status to ended or paused:
● First set your event to preview and start broadcasting.
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●
●

Make sure to start your event at least 2 minutes before you start broadcasting the live
action.
After the last frame of live action is broadcasted, you should wait at least 4 minutes before
setting the event status to ended or paused. After 2 minutes, the video frame will appear in
the preview player and in the embedded player of most of your viewers. But since iOS
devices allow HLS latency to grow to 2 minutes, you should wait an extra 2 minutes.

Chat with transcription and correction rooms
Clevercast allows event managers to chat with transcribers or correctors while the event status
is preview, started or paused. On the event page, click the ‘Manage Language Rooms’ button.
When you get to the page, first press the ‘Connect’ button to connect to the rooms and enter your
name. You can then chat with people in separate rooms or send messages to all rooms at once.
The player on this page has the same delay as the video player in the transcription room (= no
delay) or in the correction room (= delay after speech-to-text conversion). It currently doesn’t allow
you to see closed captions, though. In order to check the closed captions you depend on the
preview player on the event page, where the video with closed captions has a total delay of about
18 seconds in case of transcription (= HLS latency) or 120 seconds in case of speech-to-text (= the
sum of speech-to-text delay + correction delay + HLS latency)).
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6. Recording and Video on-Demand
Clevercast automatically makes a server-side recording of your multilingual live stream, so it
becomes available for download afterwards. The recording can also be used to publish a
multilingual Video on-Demand (VoD) which can be embedded into your site: this lets viewers
select their preferred language in the player, in the same way as they do in the live stream.

Server-side recording
Clevercast automatically begins to record when you press the ‘Start Event‘ button and stops
when you change the event status to ‘Ended’ or ‘Waiting’.
All closed captions languages are separately recorded as WebVTT files. After the event has
ended, you can download the VTT files for each language along with the MP4 file.
To see a recording, go to the recordings overview page and select the one you want.
Note that the maximum duration of a recording is 24 hours! Clevercast automatically ends a
recording 24 hours after you’ve started your event.

Partial & stitched recordings
When your broadcast to Clevercast is interrupted, Clevercast may start a new recording to
avoid the recorded file becoming corrupted. This may result in two or more recordings after a live
session.
In such a case, Clevercast allows you to stitch the different recordings back into one single
continuous recording. Note: if the broadcast interruptions were so short that they were not visible
in the live stream, they will also not be visible in the stitched recording.
The easiest way to stitch a recording is to go to the detail page of a recording that has been
interrupted. Apart from the recording itself, the page will show the list of partial recordings from the
save live sessions. To stitch all partial recordings, press the ‘Stitch All Recordings’ button below
the list. This will result in a new continuous recording that spans all partial recordings.

Video on-Demand
If your plan includes support for Video on-Demand hosting, you can convert a recording to a Video
on-Demand with closed captions. The player for this Video on-Demand item can be embedded
on your site or a 3rd party platform. Viewers are able to select the closed captions in the
embedded player, in the same way as for the live stream.
Important: in order for the recorded .vtt files to have a correct timing, it is necessary that you first
set the event status to ‘preview’ and start broadcasting, before starting the event. If you start
the event without setting it to ‘preview’ or without a broadcast already running, the timing of the
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recorded VTT files will not be correct. In that case, the closed captions of the Video on-Demand will
also be out of sync.
Clevercast currently doesn’t offer a way to change the timing of the VTT files for Video on-Demand.
You can, however, download the VTT files, change the timing by using a local or online tool, and
upload the modified VTT file to the on-demand video item. Future releases of Clevercast will also
include tools for this.

Manage Video on-Demand items
Go to the ‘Media > Items’ menu, to manage your Video on-Demand items. If the live stream
included closed captions, the player also contains a closed captions menu with the same
languages. You can copy the embed code and paste it in your website.
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7. About Clevercast
Clevercast helps businesses to produce, manage, publish and enrich interactive live and
on-demand videos. Our applications provide companies with their own secure platform which can
be styled and customized as desired. All our applications are fully GDPR compliant, mobile friendly
and use adaptive HD streaming to optimize video quality for viewers around the globe.

More info: https://www.clevercast.com/
Contact us: info@clevercast.com
Business Address: Jules Bilmeyerstraat 32, 2600 Berchem, Belgium
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